MAGNETIC DEVICE TO COUNTERACT RISING DAMP IN WALLS
The POLOPPOSTO® device acts directly on water molecules in the form of rising damp from the ground, reverses water direction towards the ground, removes damp and keeps walls dry.

**HOW DOES THE POLOPPOSTO MAGNETIC SYSTEM WORK?**

The POLOPPOSTO® device is a patented system propagating a magnetic field generated by a permanent magnet.

The POLOPPOSTO® device acts directly on water molecules in the form of rising damp from the ground, reverses water direction towards the ground, removes damp and keeps walls dry.

**THE POLOPPOSTO® MAGNETIC SYSTEM EFFICIENCY**

The POLOPPOSTO® device acts directly on water molecules in the form of rising damp from the ground, reverses water direction towards the ground, removes damp and keeps walls dry.

The magnetic field affects water molecules, which replicate the rotation through a domino effect on the water inside the walls.

This happens only on water molecules able to move through capillary action, while it is not effective on water with an artificial thrust applied on it.

The magnetic force and the propagation through the walls were lab-tested. Therefore, each device placed in accordance with the instructions contained in the user manual develops the same action.

Magnetism does not affect in any way the environment and the people living in it. Just think of radio speakers, which emanate much wider magnetic fields than the POLOPPOSTO® device.

**NO POWER SUPPLY NEEDED. EASY “DO-IT-YOURSELF” INSTALLATION IT IS TOTALLY HARMLESS**
WHY DOES DAMP RISE UP FROM THE GROUND THROUGH THE WALLS?

Walls absorb humidity from the ground due to the lack of an efficient horizontal insulation.

Water rises because of a difference in the electric charge between the wet wall (masonry base) and the dry wall (masonry upper part), evaporating towards the exterior part of the wall and crystallizing the mineral salts on the surface.

The mineral salts crystallization causes the plaster to peel, the paint to flake and creates moisture stains on the walls.

Rising damp can be found on masonries of ground floors, basements and underground floors.

WHY ARE MASONRY RESTORATION WORKS NOT THE DEFINITIVE SOLUTION TO FIGHT RISING DAMP?

Plaster restoration is not enough to fight rising damp in the walls. Every restoration attempt is only a temporary non-permanent solution.

Polopposto is the technical solution to fight rising damp definitively and permanently, making sure that every masonry restoration work lasts forever.

HEALTH FIRST!
The Polopposto system has passed all scientific tests on possible interactions with cells of living beings.

CERTIFICATION POLOPPOSTO FOR BIO-BUILDING

The Polopposto® system was lab tested on animal, plant and fungi cell structures, in all common situations, meaning those typical of a laboratory:

Test results are unambiguous, such that they exclude any interaction with the human body and animal and vegetable cells in general.

PREZZO € 536,80 (IVA INCLUSO)
SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

POLOPOSTO®

System action
Constant dehumidification, no chemicals, no electromagnetic pollution, no complex technologies, no damage to building materials, totally reversible, best for small and large masonry works.

Mounting
To a wall at the baseboard level or just above the baseboard in horizontal position; accessories, anchoring screws and dowels included in the box.

INSTALLATION
Guided installation through the software or manual with instructions attached to the Polopposto information manual. No power supply needed.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The device is enclosed in an ABS plastic parallelepiped. The device cover is made of shock-resistant ABS plastic.

SYSTEM ACTION
Constant dehumidification, no chemicals, no electromagnetic pollution, no complex technologies, no damage to building materials, totally reversible, best for small and large masonry works.

DIMENSIONS
Length = 248 mm; Height = 122 mm; Depth = 34 mm; Weight = 1.197 g

The device is enclosed in an ABS plastic parallelepiped. The device cover is made of shock-resistant ABS plastic.
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